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William M. B

on
12/15/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Nothing but fun ! Great gun, fair price. Great service from Buds 👍🏼 











John C

on
03/30/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










FUN GUN! A real hoot to shoot, this 9mm PCC is great! Space gun FTW! Beretta had a winner here. It points so naturally and accurately, makes playing shooting games at the range very fast paced... For me at least. It does have a few weak points in it's internals, plastic trigger group, recoil rod and etc. Don't know what Beretta was thinking there. But I installed Sierra Papa mods which were huge improvements for trigger feel and funtion, and overall reliability. They were worth the added costs. Sling, RDS and flashlight makes it real option for a home defense weapon. 











David A

on
06/21/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Excellent well made 9mm
carbine.
Well balanced.
Shoots straight.
Excellent fit and finish.
 











Arturo R

on
02/03/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great buy. Someone was trying to sell a 9mm AR pistol, they wanted 700 for it, then each magazine had a price, if I wanted the case it was going to be 150 extra, so the whole thing was adding up to about 1,000 plus. Instead I got the Berreta, with two magazines a case, lifetime warranty and a magazine loader, also quick shipping. Glad I made that call. 











Anthony M

on
01/07/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










About 1000 rounds thru her currently and 100% reliability and very accurate. I've added 2 - 30 round mags and would trust my life with this firearm. 











David L

on
05/06/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I received the Berreta CX4 Storm from Bud's in only a few days. It was in excellent condition and preformed flawlessly. 











Mark C

on
03/24/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










My reason for this purchase was to have a 'matching' set (carbine & pistol) that can share ammo and mags. I'm pleased with my purchase. Only slow part was time between order placement and the item shipping (~2 weeks), maybe if I was a Bud's special customer that piece goes faster but I wasn't in a hurry so worked for me. I really like the carbine, it's overall length is maybe 34" end to end and would be perfect for home defense. I'm expecting it to be fun on the range, way better plinker than a .22, especially for beginners or folks afraid of the 'kick' of higher powered carbines. And ammo way more reasonable for this weapon than anything else I was looking at. 











Fernando G

on
01/30/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










What a rifle, very fun to shoot, very reliable, totally recommend it. 











Michael M

on
12/14/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I was a little hesitant about buying the CX4 Storm, not because I didn't think it would be a quality firearm, but because of the ergonomics and whether the a handgun cartridge would work well in a rifle. Needless to say, I'm glad that I "pulled the trigger" on this. It shoot very nicely, is comfortable, cheap to shoot, and since I already own a 92FS, I already have 9 mags for it. I was slightly disappointed that I did not receive the cleaning kit that is supposed to come with the rifle from Beretta, but I did receive the hard case, a crappy magazine loader, and 2 15 round mags. I do have to say one thing about Bud's, this was my first purchase through them and I was a little disappointed. First off, I've not come across any other website that charges a fee for using a credit card, so it was either pay more for the gun or use the electronic check option, which I did and it ended up requiring an extra 6 days for the e-check to clear. Second, I did purchase this around Black Friday (Wednesday before) but between the e-check nonsense and Black Friday it took about 9 days for the rifle to make it to my FFL. I've seen so many reviews stating that Bud's is super fast, but that may have been from someone who chose to pay more with credit, me I'd rather buy ammo with that money. 











Dubal G

on
09/24/2017




Rating:   2 of 5 Stars!










took it to the range after 100 rounds the trigger simply doesn't work could not believe it ,the first 100 rounds i was really happy but after that out of no where it simply stop working 











Ryan C

on
09/12/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is a sweet piece of equipment. Awesome rapid fire, haven't tested range But very satisfied thus far!! 











Robert H

on
08/29/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I am very pleased with the carbine. Delivery was quick and without problems. It is very accurate. I was able to group 5 shot group from standing position about size of baseball at 25 yards. I used both iron sights and red dot. The only downside with the product is the heavy trigger pull. I knew about that when i bought it and can still use it as a defensive firearm and target plinker. I am very happy with my purchase from buds. 











Larry B

on
08/21/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great Gun, well built, great price, love it, going to use it in house, home protection. 











David G

on
08/02/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I've put about 1,000 rounds through this rifle with not one FTF or FTE. I've fed it steel , brass (new and reloads,) and aluminum cased rounds. Cleaning it is a snap! Just push out the retention bolt and it comes apart in three pieces. It is a "blast" to shoot! (Literally!) Great service from Buds! 











Jesse H

on
07/17/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










A friend of mine bought one of these CX4s a few months ago and really likes this carbine. I guess that planted a seed that festered a bit, so now I have a CX4. I know ARs are the rage and you can buy one for what I paid for this Beretta. But I bought this CX4 knowing it's limitations with range and accuracy. I like the fact I can use these mags in this carbine and my M9 commercial pistol. Today (7/17/17) I put 250 rounds of Winchester NATO ammo and 57 rounds of Federal HST 147gr JHP downrange. 100% function. No problems, not even a hint. I was shooting from a rest at 25 yards and got 3" groups. Don't blame the Beretta, but these decades old eyes. I think I am gonna put a red dot or small compact scope on this carbine. This Beretta begs to held close, which is odd for me, because I tend to like longer stocks for a less cramped feeling. This carbine feels great against one's shoulder. I am totally satisfied with this firearm. Bud's, as usual, was a smooth transaction with prompt delivery to my FFL. I am totally satisfied with this Beretta CX4 and Bud's. 











Eric J

on
07/05/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Hugely awesome "rifle". I truly love this 9mm. One of my favorite guns. Cheap and fun to shoot. Dead nuts accurate. Super easy to clean. Wanna get it in 45 ACP too. 











Bo N

on
06/12/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Beretta CX4 Storm = Beretta QUALITY & RELIABILITY. With this product, exactly what I expected, highly SATISFIED! Buds on the other hand, be expecting my email!!!!! 











Matthew K

on
06/06/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great little carbine, and buds as usual was awesome with delivery and sale 











Adam B

on
06/05/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I have the PX4 so the CX4 was a natural choice when I was looking for a pistol caliber carbine as they share magazines. I put a Vortex red dot and it and it is very accurate and easy to take down. This is the second gun I have bought online from Buds and have been very happy with their pricing! 











John H

on
05/31/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Man, Oh, man, what a shooter! Right out of the box I dialed in the plastic iron-sights and then slapped-on a Nikon p-223 3x32 scope low on the rail with minimum clearance, zeroed it, and was able to do 15 round groups rapid fire (8 seconds) within three inch circle at 50 yds from single basic front bench rest. No way could the cops, nuts and the kooks that day at the range with the ARs put that much lead on target that fast. I am 58, with poor eyesight and rate myself as only a fair shot. 150 rounds TULAMMO 100% reliability, then 50 rounds Winchester brass, same. Much better ergonomics than Hi Point or AR type pistol round carbines and much more enjoyable to shoot. Aiding quick target acquisition, the rear sight aligns with the scope crosshairs if mounted low between sight towers, but longer scopes will have to be hi-rise or even xtra high if you want to clear and bring rear objective back well behind breech. More eye relief is needed if you want to stay between the sight towers with an optic. (Like 5"+ would be near ideal) Mounting short scope low makes a very compact and robust overall package and cheek position is same as with 'iron' sights, but the bikini caps won't work anymore. The two supplied 15 rd Magazines will not spring out, but will fall out with gravity and work in old Beretta 92S and vice versa. Trigger has long weak pull then is heavy, hard and breaks abruptly. Long reset. Safety button stiff. There was no cleaning kit supplied in the case as reported in earlier deals. Should come with extra butt pad spacer. Magazines work in old Beretta 92S and vice versa. Conclusion: OUTSTANDING overall, but with only SATISFACTORY trigger. 











Brian A

on
05/30/2017




Rating:   2 of 5 Stars!










Love the gun, but second clip through it started having failure to fires. Cleaned it, shot it, cleaned it, shot it, each time was getting better but after 250 rounds of hit or miss shooting I sent it back to beretta. Read online of a few isolated events where this was an issue. Hopeful gets resolved. 











Andrew N

on
05/24/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is my second CX4 and both rifles have been excellent. Easy to operate and very easy to disassemble/assemble and clean. The relatively cheaper 9mm ammo is a plus in range shooting also. Bud's have been great to deal with in every way. 











Louis L

on
05/13/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I love this Carbine. I bought this as a birthday gift for my daughter and she loves it too. We have .22 LR rifles but I wanted to transition her to higher caliber long guns. The CX4 Storm fits the bill. It's light weight and it's short length fits her 5'2 110 lb frame perfectly. The 9mm round is perfect, not too much recoil or report. Also, I'll mention that the 9mm round is an economical choice that allows lots of practice time. I am thinking about the Sierra Pappa upgrades but I am going to wait until the rifle is broken in before any final decisions. The sights are accurate and do not need to be adjusted from the factory alignment. Beretta makes a great product, lots of fun to shoot. 











Patrick M

on
04/25/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










An excellent little carbine that not only has many innovations, (tool less takedown, simple blowback action, retractable rail) but also shares magazines with one of the most common handguns available. It is "minute-of-plate" accurate at 50 yards, and extremely manageable in both the recoil and size/length-of-pull departments. Sights are permanent, so any optic requires additional height be added. I did not attempt to co-witness a red dot, but that may be an option. 30 round mags are readily available as a fun-stick option. My only complaint would be lack of muzzle device to both protect the barrel crown and offer threads to facilitate a suppressor or a cool-looking flash hider. Excellent service from Bud's as usual. 











Michael S

on
04/07/2017




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










I have wanted a CX4 for a long time, having an M9A1 it would be a perfect match. So i picked one up when i saw Buds had the 92 series magazine CX4's in stock. Once again, 5 stars to buds for fast shipping and unbeatable prices. So onto the gun, its very futuristic looking and that may not be some peoples style but i think it looks unique and it looks even better in person. The fit and finish is great, everything locks up tightly, fired roughly 100 rounds the first time at the range and it ran flawless. Has a little bit of recoil for being a 9mm since its a blow-back operation. For being a 9mm carbine with iron sights this is a tack driver, mine was about an inch high at 25 yards from the factory. The sights do flip out of the way for the use of an optic which i recommend because i found it just slightly awkward to get my cheek low enough on the rifle to get the optimal sight picture. The only other slight downfall is the magazine well has what i assume is the steel mold for the use of 92 series mags and you really have to focus to get the magazine in because it creates a lip within the mag well that the magazine will get hung up on. 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat
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